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1. 
Charts, Diagrams, Infographics, Maps, 
Visualizations, and Data Visualizations
Google Search for “Charts”
Google Search for “Diagrams”
Google Search for “Infographics”
Google Search for “Maps”
Google Search for “Visualizations”
Google Search for “Data Visualizations”
2. 
The Three Translations 
of Data Visualization 
From World to Interpretation
a) Datafication 

















From Data to Visualization
Problem
Definition of the problem






























From Visualization to Interpretation















Classical Visualizations (18th–19th centuries) 
Modern Visualizations (20th century) 
Contemporary Visualizations (21st century)
a. 
Classical Visualizations
A New Chart of History, Joseph Priestley (1769) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley
Commercial and Political Atlas, William Playfair (1786) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Playfair
Temple of Time, Emma Willard (1846)  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emma_Willard
Clusters of cholera cases in the London, John Snow (1854)  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Snow
Organizational diagram of the New York and Erie Railroad, Daniel McCallum (1855) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_McCallum
Mortalité de l'armée britannique - Illustration, Florence Nightingale (1858)  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Nightingale




London Underground Map, Harry Beck (1933) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Beck
Sociograms, Jacob L. Moreno (1934) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_L._Moreno
Cubism and Abstract Art, Alfred Barr (1936) 
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2748
Modern Man in the Making – Isotype, Otto Neurath (1939) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Neurath
Genealogical diagram, Jean Malaurie (1950s) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Malaurie
Circle of Fifths, John Coltrane (1967) 
http://www.openculture.com/2017/04/the-tone-circle-john-coltrane-drew-
to-illustrate-the-theory-behind-his-most-famous-compositions-1967.html
The History of Rock, Reebee Garofalo (1975) 
https://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg?msg_id=0002N4
George W. Bush, Harken Energy, and Jackson Stephens, Mark Lombardi (1979–90) 
https://medium.com/@ben_fry/learning-from-lombardi-a28032a7eb5
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) in La distinction, Pierre Bourdieu (1979) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_correspondence_analysis





The preservation of Favoured Traces, Ben Fry (2009) 
https://fathom.info/traces/
Timeline, Lev Manovich (2010) 
http://manovich.net/index.php/exhibitions/timeline
Wind Map, Fernanda Viégas (2012) 
http://www.fernandaviegas.com
Visualizing Painters’ Lives Series, Giorgia Lupi (2013) 
https://www.accurat.it
Charting Culture, Mauro Martino (2014) 
http://www.mamartino.com/projects/cultsci/
World Water Atlas, Jan Willem Tulp (2016) 
http://tulpinteractive.com
Cartogenese, Alexandra Arenes (2017) 
https://vimeo.com/232655044
The Rhythm of Food, Moritz Stefaner (2017) 
https://truth-and-beauty.net
Aﬃnity Map, Dario Rodighiero & Ogier Maitre (2018) 
https://aﬃnitymap.epfl.ch
4. 











Definition of the problem








Resolution of the problem
Test
ReaderDesigner
Digitalization
Practice
Reading
Traces/Viz
Treatment
Design
Actualization
Thanks 
@dariorodighiero 
dario.rodighiero@epfl.ch 
https://dariorodighiero.com
